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Abstract

Galois showed (in 1830) that the multiplicative groups of finite fields

are cyclic. The problem of explicitly exhibiting a generator is still

unsolved. After setting the stage, we present explicit constructions of

elements of large multiplicative order in finite fields.
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Fields

A field is a set with two operations “plus” and “times” where the

regular rules of algebra apply.

Examples: Q,R,C.

Finite fields: Examples Fp := Z/pZ, p a prime number.

F2 = {0, 1}, 1 + 1 = 0.
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Finite fields

f (x) irreducible polynomial with coefficients in Fp

Fp[x]/(f (x)) finite field with pd elements, d = deg f (x).

Construction produces all finite fields. Works for all d ≥ 1 and all

primes p.

All finite fields with the same number of elements are isomorphic.

Fq denotes (unique) finite field with q elements.
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Multiplicative group

F∗q(= Fq \ {0}) is cyclic.

∃γ ∈ F∗q,F∗q = {1, γ, γ2, . . . , γq−2}

Such γ is a generator or primitive root.

Main problem: find a generator.

Many generators, so trial and error works if we have a check for being

generator. Can be done if a factorization of q− 1 is known.
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Galois
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Galois II
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A more modest problem

No explicit construction of generators known.

Descriptions of explicit “small” sets containing a generator are

known.

More modest problem: Find an element of Fq of “large”

multiplicative order.

We will give explicit constructions of such elements in several cases.
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Explicit examples I

Let p, ` be primes with p a primitive root modulo `. Then

(x` − 1)/(x− 1) irreducible over Fp.

Let ζ be a root of this polynomial and α = ζ + ζ−1. Then

Fp(α) = Fp(`−1)/2 and α has order at least e
√
`. (Ahmadi, Shparlinski,

V.)

General result (V.): If r(x) is a rational function w/ coeffs. in Fp, not a

monomial, then whenever ζ ∈ Fpd has “small” order, then r(ζ) has

“large” order.
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Explicit examples II

Let β be a root of xp − x− 1, which is irreducible over Fp. Then

β ∈ Fpp has order at least 22.54p (Conjecturally (pp − 1)/(p− 1)).

Let a0 = 1 ∈ F2 and for n ≥ 1, an root of x2 + an−1x + 1. Then

F2(an) = F22n and an has order at least exp 2cn for some c > 0.

Special case of general result (V.): If E/Fp is an elliptic curve and

P = (x, y) ∈ E(Fpd) has has “small” order, then x has “large” order.
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Idea of a proof

If ζ ∈ Fpd has “small” order, then r(ζ)pi
= r(ζni), ni small.

r(ζ)
∑

i∈I pi
=

∏
i∈I r(ζni)∏

i∈I r(ζni) 6=
∏

i∈I′ r(ζ
ni) if (deg r)

∑
i∈I ni, (deg r)

∑
i∈I′ ni < d.

So, many r(ζ)
∑

i∈I pi
are distinct and r(ζ) has “large” order.
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THANK YOU

More information at

http://www.ma.utexas.edu/users/voloch/


